Joint Solutions Brief

EXTENDED MULTICLOUD
GLOBAL CONNECTIVITY
WITH LOCAL BELGIAN
PRESENCE
Hybrid all-in-one IT solutions made easier,
quicker and more flexible than ever
Together, LCL and Equinix provide the best data center interconnectivity in Belgium, enabling you to achieve proximity
to the multicloud and SaaS providers with one single connection on our platform.
We simplify your journey from unpredictable CapEx to fixed OpEx, while giving you the total scalability and flexibility
to migrate successfully and achieve multicloud proximity. With a local presence that equips you with the potential for
global expansion, we enable you to achieve faster time to market. We improve your security and our new offerings
open the door to technological growth and performance improvement.

The challenges you face

The key benefits of our joint solution

Achieving a scalable cloud enablement

Total scalability for your cloud projects

Accessing globally distributed resources

Improved security

Gaining secure data centers

Virtually connected workforce

How can you ensure business continuity,
spreading your mission-critical data across
multiple, proximate data centers for easy backup
and disaster recovery?

With network services proximate to cloud providers
and end users, we improve performance with
ultra-low latency and optimized network connectivity
within our secure, managed ecosystem.

Improving end-user experience

Local presence with global
expansion potential

How can you rapidly achieve scalability and flexibility
for successful migration, gaining multicloud proximity
to execute workloads and support remote employees?

To remain competitive with faster time to market,
how can you access several platforms and services,
often globally distributed?

How can you enable a productive and connected
workforce, overcoming slow application performance
and system downtime that result in loss of revenue?

We enable easy, fast multicloud proximity with just one
connection, allowing you to develop a hybrid workload
placement strategy that maximizes business value.

Ensuring your business continuity by spreading your
data across multiple data centers, we provide the
highest service levels to deliver easy backup and
disaster recovery.

From Brussels, we provide fast connections to global
cities including London, Paris and Amsterdam, directly
connecting your digital business physically and virtually
around the world.

One place to build your hybrid digital hub and connect anywhere, anytime

Equinix.com

Our leading capabilities that enable your success
Multicloud-connected data centers in Belgium

LCL carrier-neutral data center facilities are based in Belgium, offering
a wide range of telecommunications services. Together with Equinix,
we offer multicloud interconnections, adopting SD-WAN, SDN and APIs
to facilitate the implementation of a multiconnected environment for your
business ecosystem.

LCL disaster recovery options and Equinix SmartKey™
LCL guarantees business continuity for our data centers by providing
24/7/365 support. Global, SaaS-based, secure key management 		
and cryptography service, Equinix SmartKey, is offered on cloud-andcarrier-neutral Platform Equinix® and simplifies data protection across
any cloud architecture.

About LCL
With many years of data center
and colocation experience
and know-how, LCL have four
independent data centers in
Diegem, Antwerp, Aalst and
Huizingen. Our dynamic team
and reputable service provision
underpin our growth into
a company with customers in many
different sectors. We guarantee
business continuity by deploying
high quality infrastructure, and by
providing 24/7/365 support to 		
our customers.

About Equinix

Platform Equinix

Platform Equinix is the global platform for digital business integration
and connection, providing an infrastructure built for distributed scale and
security. Directly connecting your digital business physically and virtually
around the world, Platform Equinix hosts an advanced portfolio of digital
services and ecosystems so that you can securely scale your digital
infrastructure, wherever opportunity leads.

Equinix Cloud Exchange (ECX) Fabric™

ECX Fabric connects distributed infrastructure and digital ecosystems on
Platform Equinix via global, software-defined interconnections. ECX Fabric is
designed for scalability, agility and connectivity over a self-service portal or
API. Through a single port, discover and reach anyone on demand, locally or
across metros, to drive your digital future forward.

Equinix connects the world’s
leading businesses to their
customers, employees and partners
inside the most interconnected
data centers. In 55 markets across
ﬁve continents, Equinix is where
companies come together to
realise new opportunities and
accelerate their business, IT and
cloud strategies. We operate
the only global interconnection
platform, sparking new
opportunities that are only possible
when companies come together.
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Ready to get started?
For more information on partnering with LCL and Equinix to achieve extended
multicloud global connectivity with local Belgian presence, contact us at
info@lcl.be or visit us at lcl.be/cloud
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